
StopFraud™ensures the right suppliers are 

paid, provides guaranteed payment to 

suppliers for an exact, approved payment 

amount, eliminates unsafe handling/storage 

of sensitive supplier banking information, and 

its 12-step security validation process mitigates 

any risk of fraud.

Finally, a True Payment Network
Our customer and supplier partners believe a supplier network should 
actually be networked, and that’s why Corcentric has built the industry’s 
only true payment network–PayNet.

No matter how you search, you will find the correct supplier profile. 

Every time. Each supplier enrolled in Corcentric’s PayNet 

has complete control over their secure profile. When they input 

new information—change of address, new routing protocols, etc.—it’s 

automatically validated and updated across our network. 

That means you can be confident your Supplier data is up to date 

and your payment is going to the right place at the right time. 

A network of hundreds of thousands of suppliers, Corcentric’s PayNet is 

a zero-duplicate, secure platform that provides suppliers payment and 

remittance flexibility and control—all from a single source. Receive the 

right payment to the right place. Every time. Corcentric’s PayNet is based 

on a single Tax ID per supplier—resulting in the complete elimination of 

duplicate records.

Routing Payments
Multiple payment types allow suppliers 
to choose how to route payments based

on specific customer relationships enabling 
faster customer payments.

Corcentric’s PayNet 
guarantees results and allows 

suppliers to control:

Receiving Remittance Details
Suppliers control in which format they prefer to 

receive remittance information per customer 
for accurate reconciliation—everytime.

Managing Company Information
Manage payment and remittance 

relationships, banking information, and 
company information – all from a single 

source—with in-process payments visibility.

A SECURE PAYMENT NETWORK

Joining PayNet automatically integrates your receivables 

information into StopFraud™—our proprietary monitoring 

system that flags potential problems on the payments 

end before they become your receivables problem.

Ready to take the next step?  corcentric.com
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